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On telling our time together
Against what cosmic calculus may we tally the time we took
or mark the depths we plumbed in psychic waters we went?
What whirring wheels of clocks or plotting of planets,
what patterns of waking and sleep, eating and bathing
can measure the stretch of ventures,
involutions, our love making made?
Can we time it with the tingle of our skins
that carry within the tacit echoes of touch?
Or the beat in the dance of our hearts,
give and take, follow and lead?
Or with our cell-made-music,
its strains coursing in our veins?
We find it not in what we did,
or even time's doing we let be done to us,
but being, being, being,
present, present, present,
to our attuned attending selves.
July 9, 1988

American activists
It was the Reagan years.
Our leader was killing commies
In in Central America
to keep us safe in Harlingen, Texas.
We called it low-intensity warfare.
Before it was over
we killed fifty thousand in Nicaragua,
eighty thousand in El Salvador,
mostly, as usual, women and kids.
Later, in 1986, the World Court
condemned us as international terrorists.
We told the World Court: Go to hell.
From the start, some of us protested.
We called ourselves LAA
Latin America Assistance.
We marched at the Federal Building,
showed videos at churches,
did forums and debates,
put out newsletters,
got articles into the paper.
Who energized us?
Brought us together?
Got us organized and moving?
He was a doctor, tall, good looking,
early thirties, unmarried, well traveled.
We asked him, “Why do you do this?”
He told us a story.
As a medical student,
I spent vacations
visiting little towns
in Latin America.
In one village,
I watched a girl.
She was twelve or so.
She sat on a wooden sidewalk.
Her back leaned on the wall of a store.
She stared into nothing.
A fly crawled across her face,
then her open eyeball.
She didn’t blink, didn’t flinch.

The doctor in me asked, What could cause such stupor?
The man in me answered,
“My country, our guns, our money.”
May 21, 2005

Resurrecting in Little Bear Canyon
Come Spring,
when the loose ends of this life
have been tied and trimmed,
scatter my ashes in Little Bear Canyon.
Scatter me, to nourish the caterpillars and butterflies
that feed the robins and swallows
that I may rise in their songs.
Scatter me,
to nourish the roots of locust and cliff rose
to rise to their purple-pink petals
and fill the air with their perfume.
Scatter me,
to run with the melted snow
to the river, where steeples and cathedral walls
tower against the turquoise New Mexico sky.
Scatter me,
to run with the river to oceans,
to mix with the ashes of ancestors
in the ash-seeded waters of the world.
Then, read these words to anyone
who wonders where I am.
May 30, 1990

A festival of lights
They say, and I know to be true,
that the Tao that can be told is not the Tao,
nor is the God conceived the God beyond conception
and our minds' creations are not the mind's creator.
But when touched by this Unfathomable Phantom,
it is your hand I feel.
When taken to her universal breasts,
it is your woman-softs that comfort me.
When the core of Being embraces me,
it is in you I find myself.
Now I know you are you, I am I,
in this universe obstructed
by bodies' impregnable particularities.
Yet when, at long last,
we lie with each other alone,
what is this Universal Oneness
that overflows our borders,
mingles our spirits,
blends our separate selves,
making of us new wine,
its taste as lasting as the flame
of that first Festival of Lights?
December 23, 1988

Soup celebrates
(for the makers and eaters at the soup lines of the world)
The makers feel the urge of ingredients:
carrots call “cut us.”
celery says “slice us.”
beans and greens, “throw us in
"Gather us, mix and make us,
plunge us in water, cook us with fire.
We hunger to be taken by hunger,
we live that our life be for life."
The makers simmer the soup
till smells seep into corpuscles
of brains and bellies
of babies and children, mothers and men,
to spark smoldering hopes
hidden under gritty ashes of dread.
They place the pot on the table,
makers and eaters gather round,
dip in the ladle to pour steamy scoops into waiting bowls.
Soup fills them all, feeders and fed.
Soup becomes them and whispers,
"We are recipe for revolution,
when all who hunger are filled with good things."
January 20, 1992

Wordless with my father
We never really talked, I thought,
not in the words I was learning to love.
But I knew of you more than I knew.
I knew-not-knew your code: your tools,
your bricklaying, your care of the Buick,
that your bought brand new in forty-one
and sold to me fifteen years after
for a dollar I never paid you.
In the dream, you drove our first car I ever remember,
the tall, slim, rumble seated Ford, black, on skinny wheels,
across a winter field, cropped with harvest stubs,
straight to a well,
tapped into Underworld's dark river waters.
The car returned without you. The dream fled,
hiding its face, but returned to stay after the call came.
To be with you, I hitchhiked across the cold December desert,
deferring to the random fortune
of sequential cars: rides-no-rides
to take me to our talk-no-talk,
the silent drives to the clinic,
the patient hush of the waiting room.
Later, I sent letters that I knew you'd not return,
streams of recollections, beneath the absence of words,
sifting for nuggets of connections.
Like the time, while learning to drive,
I tore the door off the garage,
and we worked all day to fix it,
without one chiding word from you.
When next I saw you, the robber and radiation
had reduced your workman's body to bone-hung flesh.
As if it were all that was left,
you put my wordless wish, at last, into words,
"I hope when you die your son
takes as good care of you as you have me."
The night before the funeral,
my sisters and I had dreams of you.
In each you showed off your vigor with leaps and strides.
Next spring, the stingy citrus you had long tended,
dug round and fed, burst into lemon-yellow utterance.

November 14, 1992

Judges and priests
Make me a list of the judges and priests
who declared it a sin
to share sex on the Sabbath,
who met in council to interpret the law,
and declared we abstain on the high holy days?
Could any of them know of a knowing like ours?
What we bear is not a chore,
a doing that denies,
a tedium that numbs.
This is not work,
nor does it distract from the worship of One
who wove the world out of love.
Do not they know our making love is not like making things, that it is an ecstasy daily
exclaimed, a breathing of life,
a flowing from being, a partaking in the great I AM?
When next we lie down from the doing of days,
when next we be naked with one another's skin,
let us invite, up from their graves, those lawyers and clerics,
and place on their tongues the taste of our sweat,
flood their olfactory senses with the smell of our sex,
grant, with our laughter, release from their sins,
and send them back singing, announcing their news.
September 22, 1990

Beware the poets
Prophetic spies,
they see light before dawn,
dark before dusk.
Treacherous informers,
they tell tales of phoenix rising,
of wisdom claimed at beauty beheld.
Rude arousers,
they blast scales from our eyes,
coax us from our infirmary beds,
erase denials of who we are,
affirm the truths we fear.

Hence, let us banish them from our Republic,
lest the blind see,
the deaf hear,
the cripples dance,
the possessed be freed,
and the services of our dominion
be required no longer.
August 7, 2009

Epiphany
Did the Eternal Word that Judean night
leap down from bright celestial height
collapsing the light years of distance
into the micro-measure of presence?
Or like the shapeless zygote from which we rose,
did Eternal Form reach itself into toes
and teeth, eyes, ears, fingerprints and face
to drink the mother-milk of our race?
Or like a reverse of the Universe's primordial explosion
into space and time, did Utter Extension find implosion
in an infant dropped from ancestors' dreams of destiny
down a maiden's womb into Bethlehem's Epiphany?
What Patient Force sought to sire in minds the inconceivable,
that our hungry, death strewn world now holds the unreachable,
and the fat and the strong are cast down from their heights
and the bare and barren rise in the Wind like kites.
December 13, 1990

The ways of water
As Buddhists take fresh waters
to bless themselves,
as new Christians plunge into waters of death
to rise amid waters of life,
as a Jewish woman submerges,
three times holy, in mitvah, before sex,
after seven days fasting from touch,
remembers her first mitvah:
going in a girl,
emerging a woman,
so also,
our nightly ablutions,
where wet bodies greet each other,
as rough loofa makes soap smooth over our skins,
as earth's gravity draws warm rinse down
from crowns of head to soles of feet,
and bodies embrace,
drying between towels,
yours, mine, ours.
Wherever water is,
wherever its thirsty absence
reminds us of itself,
layers of meanings,
numbered from zero to infinity,
invite our becoming.
March 11, 2003

Holy Innocents
From deep within conscience
comes a voice from the terrorists:
You call us cowards?
Compared to whom,
B-52 crews saturating villages?
When you stopped food and medicine,
we watched as half a million Iraqi kids died.
We don't hate you for that.
We admire power.
So when we turn passenger planes
into stealth bombers we deserve your respect.
But now, at least, we have your attention.
Let's make a friendly bet:
who can kill the most innocents per killer?
Consider the odds.
With just hundreds we kill thousands.
It takes millions of you to kill our hundreds.
Millions? Yes, add it up.
Your paid killers,
(Oh, excuse us, your military)
plus your tax-paying citizens,
in the hundreds of millions.
Complicit? Of course.
You are a democracy, aren’t you?
When the contest ends,
when we both run out of innocents,
we can shake hands and
acknowledge one another,
brothers in killings,
devotees of Mars,
worshiping at our common altar.
September 16, 2001

Looking for Van Gogh
Van Gogh got up and went into hiding, joined the ear that went before him to the other
side of time, whence no one, not even Van Gogh, can return. In going, he cut off his
face so no one ever can see it. He is resting now, having not gotten over his days of
creation. He waits for us in patience, and worries we may never come. Van Gogh is
gone forever world without end.
Van Gogh is hiding in sunflowers, in cypresses, in starry nights. He hides in meals we
share to toast his memory, recalling his ear, cut off from the living and sent to his lover.
He hides on the nude canvases of our minds and urges us to clothe the naked, fill the
bellies of those who hunger. He hides in our hopes that, death be damned, we too, may
be prized.
From hiding, Van Gogh whispers among us, echoes of the old conversations he and his
canvases had. Those tender contentions he had with reds and blues, with reshaping
shapes, before falling sweat drenched into consummation. The colloquies never
concluded. The finishings never finished. Still he seduces our eyes, making everything
new. If we let him, he seizes our tongues. Spews forth musical gibberish, frees our feet
to dance to it. Van Gogh is everywhere and nowhere and this is where we know him.
Van Gogh, our Van Gogh is gone. Blessed be the presence of Van Gogh.
October 14, 1992

Words that dance
I lay alone in bed and ponder the poems
that sought to seize the notion
and tell the difference between
time that is with you
and time that is not.
I considered it as we lay together
and remembered the words that offered themselves:
being, completeness, peace and oneness.
I am angry at these abstractions
for being only words,
sounds on air, scribbles on paper.
I want words that can dance,
like us when together.
I sleep on these thoughts
having put them to words and to paper.
I dream that I climb a crowded trail,
slowed by others whose legs are twisted and bent.
I carry piles of books, old and treasured,
that slip from my fingers and arms.
I keep picking them up and continue to climb.
I am one with the cripples and the wisdom of words.
Now I understand my worrying of words,
for I am a teacher,
and want to share with the world,
with words that dance,
the idea of you, of me, of us, of all we are.
I want to demonstrate us on a chalkboard,
prove us like a quadratic equation.
I want others to marvel at our radiant truth
and the fact that we work.
But all I can show is this journey,
the music and the movement in me.
So now I know,
in the peace of this moment at least,
that this may do in a world that is crippled
but one day may dance.
February 14, 1992

The tavern across the street
The story goes that the new priest
in a cow-country town
got tired of the men hanging out
at the bar across the street
from the church while he prayed Mass
for the wives and kids.
One Sunday, in procession around the people in the pews,
he urged the altar boys to continue out the door
and cross the street into the tavern,
where, in cassocks, surplices, liturgical regalia,
they weaved among the tables and stools,
the priest waving the aspergil,
sprinkling holy water like rain,
onto heads, hats, shot glasses and beer bottles,
then out the door back to church
to begin the Mass.
The next Sunday, the men attended Mass
with the wives and kids.
Imagine:
us as priests going into corporations,
TV studios, schools, supermarkets, Wall Street,
sprinkling no-nonsense truths
laced with clear-eyed love,
inviting all to do God’s will here and now,
like it’s already done in heaven,
and to make damn sure
that every one of God’s children
has bread every day
and nations held down
by grinding never-ending debt are freed,
and we let this planet live and breath again..
October 24, 2000

The angel at El Milagrito
Weekdays the angel sleeps under the old winding goat path
now paved over and named after the Virgin
who charmed divinity into flesh.
But on Sunday mornings, between masses at Our Lady of Sorrows,
she skates down the sidewalk to El Milagrito Cafe
where, for tips, the mariachis play
under the searching gaze of St. Emiliano Zapata,
the dead certainty of Blessed Pancho Villa.
She hangs her skates on a fireplug,
and barefoot, slips in the door.
Amid the cafe's coffee aromas
and steam from bowls of menudo,
she takes to dancing across shoulders of customers,
pausing to whisper in ears her messages of caution
and sudden consolation.
The man in the black hat engrossed in earphones,
newspaper and food does not hear her.
But others, whose eyes sometimes lose their focus, might.
Maybe the bus boy with a ring in his ear,
the child peering through the hole he bit in his tortilla.
One hears. From the poster on the wall,
the accordion squeezing coyote
plays contrapuntal conjunto to the mariachis' ballads,
evoking from the angel's feet a polka beat.
When the mariachis rest, the angel dances out the door,
retrieves her skates and scoots back to church,
where, like the parabolic sower,
she will broadcast her seeds
before she goes back to sleep
under the tar of St. Mary’s Street.
November 18, 1986

Certitudes
As your view of me faded in the rearview mirror,
I waved goodbye and watched your car take you away.
Now I sit on the porch to let the January sun
match its warmth to the glow of your having been here.
I contemplate the certainty of death
and the mysterious stuff of eternity.
Like Siamese twins stuck at the sternum,
these certitudes consider each other.
Body tells soul of your face
flushed with orgasmic rush,
our passion-spent contentment,
and holding each other in after-embrace.
Mute-soul already knows, and pledges to keep,
till long after our bodies reduce to gas, crumble to ash,
the memories that sponge-like it sopped from our bodies' gush,
and promises, with all the certitude of death, resurrection.
January 29, 1991

Medal of Honor
On July 30, 1986, in Washington D.C. former U.S. Army chaplain, Captain Charles
Litekey returned his Medal of Honor to the government at the Vietnam Veterans
Memorial. Then, joined by three more veterans, he began a 47day water fast at the
Capitol to protest U.S. actions against the people of Nicaragua.

Before comrades' names,
etched rank on rank in eternal march
down black marble slabs,
he laid that sign of honor:
its blue ribbon encircling nothing,
its metal, forged in fire and blood, cold.
On Capitol doorsteps,
while the moon filled, emptied,
and filled again,
he nourished hungers for justice,
wakened peacemakers in us.
A nation's honor waits
for laughter of some day's children
born of ones who have not died for lies.
Veterans Day
November 11, 1986

Volunteer tomato
I create my color
as a call to consume.
So when you see me,
see me with hungry eyes.

When you tear my skin between your teeth
and hear with ears my lush guts burst,
feel with me my spurt-squirt gush,
enter my joy in surrender.
When you taste my rendering
of sun, earth, air, and rain,
make in your mouth a mix
of your juices and mine.
As I become you,
celebrate my becoming,
that when we die again,
we can show death how to do it.
March 9, 1989

Paratrooper love
He did not fall, he jumped in love.
Mentally alert, fully intent,
he stood in the door
and leapt to lightly tumble
onto running feet.
Like a swamp,
her liquid love swallowed him.
July 21, 1987

Voice knows
(to our grandchildren)
Hear from us older others
how the world is;
how people are;
how things work;
how to get along.
You’ve got a lot to learn from us,
for, at times what we say is
how the world is;
how people are;
how things work;
how to get along.
But there is a small, strong,
whispering Voice
within that sometimes says
No, that is not the way it is.
We who love you tell you now:
Listen to the whisper,
for it is Voice.
Voice is more than us, more than you,
yet more truly us and you than we together are.
If you can, tell us then what Voice tells you.
We will listen to you.
Sometimes we may not understand Voice.
You may not understand your own understanding.
But understanding will come, for we too know Voice.
As you come to attend to Voice,
you will trust the love that feels right,
hold gently the trust that feels true.
When the face of trouble grins,
Voice will say, “Don’t be afraid.”
Fear may flood you anyway.
Float on the fear, swim upstream.
Voice will carry you.
Other voices will sing in chorus:
You are not worthy.
Voice will reply, softly, gently:
You are worth everything.
April 25, 1998

Body massage with lotion
It is,
between shower and sleep,
our bedtime ritual.
Over the months and months of nights,
I find a friendly compulsion
to attend your parts, familiar and fond,
discover new and secret places:
tiny pits above your temples,
tender hollows before and
behind tendons in your groin,
ruts that run between bones
of hands and feet.
I feel addicted,
like my need to tell you
and keep telling you I love you
and the telling never seems enough.
The lotion, the smoothing touch,
seeps, soaks in you and sooths us both,
so with unguent ease
our separate sleeps overlap,
weave into one.
Even our waking
is a drifting lift into light
where we behold ourselves,
yet to be one again.
September 9, 2001

Imperial Beauty Rose
Oh U.S. of A.
primrose promises
bouquets of your sense
bedazzle my mind
make me dream:
equality for all,
we-the-people power,
written down rights,
to speak, believe,
publish and bitch.
You dear democratic republic,
when did your essence go sick?
Oh U.S. of A.
Rambling thorny vine,
sinking your creepers
into lands not your own,
steeping earth in stench,
gun powder, money, lies,
strangling strangers lives.
Oh U.S. of A.
I hear the Vine Dresser coming
to rip out, tear down,
cut back to your roots
to start again,
let you resume
your lost perfume.
July 4, 1987

Banana and orange
They lie, in their colors,
on the wooden cutting board,
inviting my hungry attentions.
My knife pierces the skin of the orange,
slices into halves, cuts each half into thirds,
six wedges on their backs, bellies up.
I tear off the banana’s stemmed head,
strip its yellow hide down to the foot,
leaving it naked and white.
Without sorrow or shame they present themselves,
as if some play write had scribbled them
into this closing scene of execution.
As I take them, they take me,
up tart peaks, down bland valleys,
spurts and squirts, mash and mush.
Am I some warrior, savaging doomed bodies,
or some lover, becoming the beloved,
the beloved becoming me.
April 1, 1991

Shabbat shalom
On Sabbath sundown,
after grinding weekday grist
to make the rent and buy
the bread of survival,
we greet in the twilight
the Sabbath rest
we commit to create.
In this night,
with our joined bodies,
their cells celebrating
this holiday of the senses,
we honor in our rest
the Creator of Days.

In the play of our souls,
times bread becomes communion,
a Eucharist of intent,
that reveals in orgasmic splendor
the meanings of survival.
October 29,1989

Our Lady of the Streets
Down graphitized streets, “Hey Zeus. Hey Zeus,”
she calls her fatherless son.
She scans the gang scrawlings for signs of a truce.
Hungry for tomorrow,
she picks through yesterday’s garbage.
She finds a rose and puts it in the night deposit.
As street cleaners hose down a people’s blood,
she clutches the crucifix on the rosary round her neck.
Dry weeds in sidewalk cracks anticipate her tears.
“Hey Zeus. Hey Zeus.”
Her cries echo down concrete canyons.
Her son tarries in the state pen, but she forgets,
and sees him in shadows and vanishing faces.
Hope is the alley cat she feeds, for certain as sunrise
her boy will come and take her to McDonald’s.
They will invite her pals from the street
and her friends she has yet to meet.
They will toast each other and all with cold Coca Cola.
September 20, 1995

Poets, painters, lovers, and peacemakers
Sorcerers and magicians are what we are,
mixing frogs' feet and fairy wings
in boiling pots fired by our passions and purposes,
fusing blood and bones, verbs and nouns
with rhythms of our bodies, percussive sounds,
caresses of syllables and flesh,
and touches that waken and rouse
to the nows that may become.
From night's unknowns,
we draw dangerous dreams
into day songs to sail sea breezes
to waiting shores yearning for dawn.
Dragons of Yang,
we cast the challenge to Destruction's demons
who hold hostage the hungry bellies of babies:
Meet us on the field of deeds,
match your terrors to our truths,
and test the ravenous fears you conjure
against the blossoms of our beauty.
Lusting Gabriels to legions of virgins,
we broadcast the news,
that our word is our flesh,
and our flesh is the Word,
and everything has to do with magic and love.
May 10, 1991

Orgasm
O,O,O,
we said, like happy chimps
or monkeys scared.
O, as in mouths
that open to Os of nipples and penis head,
to sights of horizon rising moons
and setting suns.
O, as in occur,
when out of emptiness
the universe became,
ran to meet itself
to make in one turn
a whirlwind of space.
O, as in womb,
our first O,
before the start
of birth and death
or awareness of other.
O, as in origin,
the primordial dragon,
biting its tail,
forming the fertile zero,
the nirvanic nothing,
whence we come,
to which we go.
O,O,O.
July 27, 1986

America on Parade
Come watch our parades.
See our soldiers
marching all in step, marching,
horizon to horizon: united.
America on parade.
We had no desire to make war on you, the children,
but your president did a bad thing.
So we had to do what we did.
The aerial incendiaries we dropped in the desert made fire storms
to suck the air from your soldier-fathers' lungs
and crisp their intestines. When we found, in the bunkers,
their blackened, oozing corpses. we bulldozed it all
and said a Christian prayer over the rubble.
But come, behold our machines roll on in the march,
lift your head, thrill to the fly-overs,
listen to their roar splitting the sky.
We could not trust your president with that oil,
not as we have trusted Texaco and Exxon.
So we had to guide
those missiles into the shelters
where your mothers and sisters hid.
Come wave with us our flags, wear our yellow ribbons,
let martial music rouse your hearts, stir your blood.
Do not harden your faces against our pride in being America.
Your president was our friend for many years
and we managed to help his soldiers kill the children of Iran,
whose Ayatollah-leader was a bad man.
Are you following this? Do you understand?
But now your president turned bad and we had to kill you.
But do we really care to know you, your neighbors and playmates,
and do we want you present at our parades? How could you,
so far away, so different, share the joy of our goodness and might?
Soon you, and more children than any of you could count,
will die with cholera and dehydration,
because clean water and sewers are gone,
food and medicine blockaded.

These things are sad, but not so real to us
as the bombers and missiles we pay for,
loyally and freely, every tax year.
More real than you they are.
More real than the homes and college
we could give our children with the money instead.
Only one thing is more real, more important to us,
that you know, that the world know, that our consciences know,
that we killed you in a good cause, for freedom and democracy,
truth and justice, hot dogs and pizza,
and our way of life, of life, of life.
June 12, 1991

Consecration
Able to afford its shrinking summer shade,
the old man sat on the window ledge
of the corner store,
watching traffic,
greeting through his thirst,
customers coming and going.
One,
in anonymous celebration
of fortune's occasion
tore from a six-pack
a cold can of care
for him to share.
Before popping its top
the old man held the beer up
in both hands cupped,
raised his eyes as if to say:
through this,
with this,
and in this
I drink to You:
the ever present question,
the never ending answer.
Beyond the veil of earth’s noon-light,
galaxies hummed to the strum of stars.
June 25, 1988

Mixing as mitzvah
An Arctic geyser was our coupling
that boiled, steamed, spurted, sprayed
hot droplets into icy air to freeze,
fall to warm ooze of earth,
melt, drain down, begin again.
But more, a mind we had
to make our mixing
a mitzvah to muses,
that our giving
grant green growth
in distant deserts.
We made desire to steal new fire
to warm the world again.
"No need," said fire-guarding gods,
sending sun streams
through west windows.
The clickity clack
of and afternoon train told,
“…you did it you did it you did…”
November 18, 1986

Freedom song
It was the Sixties.
Our home,
a crash pad for hippies
who got to know us
at the coffeehouse
where one night,
you, your guitar,
voice and heart
sang a set of freedom songs.
When you finished,
a man came over to you.
He said, “You are the
only white person
I’ve ever heard
to really sing
a freedom song.”
Today you invite
the young in college rooms
to find their own songs
to write and sing.
You tell me their stories.
I hear the song you’ve become.
August 30, 2006

Questers
In its ribald replication of infinite forms
is the Essential Question so polymorphously perverse
that unsated perverts like us, must in our mad hunger,
devour every item back to genesis,
catch every sound wave to decode its cry,
inhale every atom to absorb its secrets?
Or must we, like Sisyphus,
roll our experiences back to their peaks,
to repeat and repeat our cyclic search,
tossed between galactic whirlwinds,
in a universe's infinity of self-reflecting mirrors,
a closed circle of dominoes, endlessly falling and rising?
Or might some Eternal Trickster play cosmic hide-and-seek
and blind man’s buff with the earth-inheriting-meek
granting glances to lovers and poets, children and fools,
who play in the crevasses between chaos and rules,
who let each sun be the sun and each rain be the rain,
who let the Trickster be trickster and laugh at his game.
December 20 1990

Poets
As bodies played,
the boy in me you resurrect
mixed and matched,
from the man's musty cellars,
seasoned words
to tell of the day you bring my night.
My poetry paled
as morning sun
through bamboo curtains
turned your tears to gold.
September 14, 1986

My breath
When you take it,
where does it go?
Back to memories of ancients,
who hoped in their joy
and believed in their seed?
Or into some future,
where our dreams of us incubate,
waiting to be born?
Or down to the roots of now,
where, as we catch our common breath,
there sighs the Breather of Life?
June 23, 1990

Letter to Linder
(April 28, 1987, near Jinotega, Nicaragua, Engineer Benjamin
Linder, 27, of Portland, Oregon died in a CIA funded contra
ambush as he was taking water-flow measurements near the
village of San Jose de Bocay.)
Dear Ben,
Last month,
like last year,
and the year before,
I filed my income tax return.
As always,
it saved me the hassle with IRS
and loss of my house
or prison for outright refusal:
all in all, a bargain,
a paltry fee for my liberty.
Last week,
you were the age of my children
when hired guns,
with a bullet to your head,
put an exclamation point
to your life:
my portion of the powder
that blew you away
was a small price to pay.
May 3, 1987

Un-naming the butterfly
(for Dillon Aguirre, age 2)
Remember that first sighting?
How IT flit-danced in the air?
Its colors waving zigzag?
Splendor, surprise,
before its name nailed it down?
Remember the seizing wonder?
Like, but not like the feel-bad flood of hurt
when tripping how the ground falls up
to hit head, belly, scrape knees, hands,
extracting yowls, tears,
only this felt good?
Is there a name for what we lose in the naming?
Did the losing begin before Adam grabbed the apple
when he dared to name his fellow creatures:
a risk neither
cunning fox,
nor brave lion
would take.
It is true,
as our ancestors knew, that to name a god
is to get a handle, a way to control.
But there is danger, confusion too.
For the ticket is not the show,
the directions are not the destination,
and your name is not your soul.
Names are frames,
like for windows,
and the window is more than the frame.
Windows are for sticking out your head,
to go through and out, to find the Un-named.
November 5, 1997

Who enters whom?
The ancients believed that a man
who peers into his soul finds a woman
and each searching woman a man.
Clothed or naked, your woman-ness arrests,
I celebrate our suchness: woman and man.
But our lovemaking makes me pause.
For in our melding moments
we sense a wondering confusion.
Our trickster bodies make bedlam in our bed.
When you stuff my manhood
into your womanhood,
your soul-man enters my woman-soul.
When from such merging we emerge,
we linger over oozing boundaries and savor
the whiskey blend of spirits our bodies betray.
February 14, 1995

Abraham's song
Did that schlepping Aramean
trumpet in lavish excess
when he sowed his seed
between the thighs of Sarah,
her servants' and his?
Did the death camp smokestacks
sigh in frustration,
knowing they worked in vain,
that around the same earth
that received
their fulsome spewings of bone ash,
under the same sky
that inhaled the stench of burning bodies,
everywhere Abraham's offspring
begot and delivered,
fresh from amniotic flush,
new beings,
so nations, yet to be known
would bless themselves by his name?
March 23, 1988

Let there be land
You called the land
to rise from roiling seas,
lined the river basins
with fertile loam.
You steeped in greens
the forest-jungles,
rolled out the plains,
beige and flat as corn tortillas,
raised the mountains to make
fuchsia shadows with the sun.
You made the land
a place to plant and build,
free as the air,
open as the oceans,
vital as rivers and rain,
ours as much as the stars.
Now tell us, God,
when did you sell the land to the rich?
May 1,1990

In Becky’s kitchen
In my hand,
this empty cup, still warm,
this polished wood table top,
this sun-captured kitchen,
this land, all snatched
in poignant burst.
They are the fly caster’s lures,
barbed hooks tied with a line
to the Dumbfounding.
So,
what do I do with this cockeyed confidence,
this hunch to draw to the inside straight,
this fusion of word and feel for the Unspeakable?
Thanksgiving 1995

Who are we?
Are we these masks we wear
in order to belong, to woo a mate,
to pass the castle gatekeepers
to get the jobs that feed our kids?
Are we the I, this self,
the incommunicable entity
of this naked person that returns
our stand still stare into the mirror
that wears no mask,
that is more than a what,
that dares to be a who
with a will to become?
And are we more?
Are we the soil that grounds
this who that we are,
some Presence that goes where we go,
that waits there for us to arrive,
some Soul-Self that calls our who
to be and become?
To become what?
Some Beyond
that is all within us,
that is all outside us,
some Root predating
this universe’s big bang,
its ever expanding contraction,
some Wellspring to which we all return,
where every yin, every yang
dissolves into the one Tao,
one finality for all beginnings,
one beginning for all finalities?
February 7, 2008

Unity?
Is it really all one anyway?
That up and down are somehow the same?
44
Also right and left, crazy and sane, evil and good?
That in the end, and even now,
the dualities dissolve back to Unity?
Will murderers and their victims
each understand self and other
enough to embrace?
Will war makers and peacemakers
come to terms as illusions
of otherness terminate,
and the truths of being One begin?
Is Adonai echad
(the Lord our God is one)
our first, last and ultimate prayer?
Some Great Spirit within us
that leaks truth,
arouses love,
inspires courage,
that connects our separations,
completes our accord with
all that was, is now,
and will become?
Some instigator of all
abiding in all creation?
Some One Source
from which we come,
to Whom we all return?
January 19, 2008

Things we never do with others
Abandon
was the word you used
to tell these things we never do with others.
Abandon to wonder:
where the sea gulls nest,
whether mid-ocean waves roar,
from where washed up coconuts come,
whether the sea brings sand from far away shores.
We don’t do this with others, you said:
look up words that tease us with meanings,
try to remember dates of songs that
decades ago came and went.
Finally, in redundant confirmation,
our tears mingled
at the acrid-sweet wonder whelming us,
as we promised to do again
what we never do with others.
June 27, 1996

How Rosita learns to dance
The poet, while musing with the muse,
In Rosita’s restaurant,
writes a poem for Rosita..
It is to celebrate
and thank her
for the feeding of hungry workers
for her gathering of posters,
photos and dolls
behind and over the cash register
into a kind of family altar,
a way of sharing with her customers the
realities of her children and their children,
her basketball heroes
and her being a patriot.
The poet frames the poem,
titles it: At Rosita’s Restaurant,
and presents it to Rosita.
She deadpans a smile
and puts it among her altar things.
When next he comes to Rosita’s,
a photo of basketball stars
covers any view of the poem.
The poem is now a hidden part
of the clutter that makes the altar.
The poet understands.
Rosita is all business and family.
He understands too
that in such callings also lie the stuff of poetry.
But Rosita does not have the keys
to unlock their mysteries,
their meanings.
In the mind of Rosita
business and family
are about survival.
For her,
meaning does not compute
in the algebraic equations
of making the mortgage,
feeding the kids.
The poet imagines inviting Rosita to dine.

Along with a little wine to relax her
and food from a menu that peaks her interest,
he invites her to join him in exploring a world
she has yet to know.
He asks his muse to guide him
to the seducing images
and driving spirits of meaning,
all the ways that might work to reveal to her
the healing connections of survival and meaning:
how, yes, survival is essential,
for without it we cannot be,
but survival without meaning
is meaningless,
and meaning is what it’s all about.
The poet knows
he will not cross that drawbridge,
nor even, with muse’s help,
crack Rosita’s fortress gates.
So he sends his imagined hope
into the swirl of the universe
where Rosita’s messenger-angels
might take up the task.

The poet still dreams
of Rosita swept up
by the winds of meaning,
the fires of mystery
into a dance
where her body and soul unite
to proclaim,
with the rhythms of the universe,
the meanings of survival.
December 24, 2007

Ash Wednesday meditation
Your body, in my arms,
nestles to mine:
groin to groin, legs entwined
your brow by my lips,
your breast pressed to my chest.
Swept away by sleep,
attentions you lavished on me
drift into dreams.
Waking, I contemplate
(ashes to ashes
dust to dust)
the conditional continuing
of our mingling breath.
Only this I ask of Death:
that when he comes,
he find us like this,
to wrench us together
apart from here.
I wonder
(ashes to ashes
dust to dust)
if lovers endure beyond death,
if the dead dream indeed.
In a hope,
as tender as scents of spring,
yet sure as winter-seeds
that dream of Easter eruptions,
I continue to hold you.
March 3, 1990

Promise
I ponder the promise of our appointment,
this torch that centers our attentions
and augurs the gifts we make today:
our lavishly shared joy
in seeing each other,
the eager engaging of lips,
our reciprocal press of bodies,
the quick ease of undress,
our simply being together.
I consider the givers and receivers
of this warming, light-shedding hope:
our bodies, these workshop-playgrounds of our becoming;
our minds, our stand-under, sky-embracing branches;
our body-breeding souls,
our spirits, radiating reachings of us
that root us in the inviting unknown,
where one day we may remember
the Oneness whence we came.
And I pray to that diversifying Unity:
Take these dimensions of us,
these emerging certainties,
multiply them in offspring and deeds,
that in its eager reception of them,
the world will one day bless itself
and remember the promise we were.
April 20, 1992

Poets and muse
Do poets fathom our connections
with the whole and the holy,
with that Voice informing us
from deep within,
from far without,
urging
we speak the unspeakable,
tell the untellable,
celebrate the infinite universal
in any unique particular?
What do we name this muse
that drives us,
reveals with each writing
we are more than we think
know more than we know?
That tells us,
in our truth-feeling moments
that it is not in solitude
we write what we sign?
Whence does it come?
Where does it go?
August 19, 2007

Toilet paper blues
You turned the tissue roll over
so the paper tears off from the bottom,
instead of the top, "Saves paper," you said.
Some study you read in the news, you said.
I don't like the paper to work that way.
Tearing it off from the top,
I can see where the paper ends.
I don't have to fiddle to find it.
But I leave it the way you left it,
because it bothers me
and makes me think of you.
And I like that.
March 28, 1990

Easter Monday meditation
News item, San Antonio, Texas, April 8, 1985
A hundred cheering Sanctuary supporters at the Greyhound bus station welcomed
convicted refugee worker Jack Elder as he arrived to begin a 150-day sentence at a
halfway house.
The well-wishers walked Elder to nearby St. Mary's Catholic Church, where pastor Bill
Davis led a thanksgiving prayer service and hosted a breakfast for Elder and his
supporters.
Epiphany, Somewhere in the memory of the Sanctuary community,
April 8, 1985
As the curved universe enfolds into itself,
eventually this event forecasts,
indeed, prophesies, the inevitable turning under,
the incessant subversion.
Laurita says it in her own way,
"Listen to me, people!"
Her tossing braid, long, dark, silver-stranded,
is a clue to the revving of internal motors.
"Now that the city elections are over
we need to talk to some people
about making San Antonio a sanctuary.
And then we want to make some
changes at the White House."
Yes, Laurita, America as sanctuary. Imagine America:
not as oppressor of the poor,
not as number one arms seller,
not as great grain merchant
holding hungry bellies hostage,
but the home of hearts
whole enough not to fear our freedom,
nor to turn away the stranger,
so recently executed, of whom
Father Bill spoke, in retelling the story of Emmaus.
April 8, 1985

Again
From the moisture of mingled energies,
the connecting mists of memories,
there rose inexplicably, unexpectedly,
the taste of you on my tongue,
not in reverie's moment
as when my lusts hunger for your presence,
but amid the shuffling of papers on my desk,
my attentions treading the waters
of earning a paycheck, making the mortgage.
I know this tang from nothing and no one but you.
How do you do this? How does this concentrate of you
slip from the neurons of my brain to taste buds
to yank me from my labor back to the bed and sheets
where I have held you still trembling?
I ponder now the notes I made
that this rush of you
might be salted away in words, a poem maybe.
They lie on the paper, stale tracks
of a slippery muse.
But my tongue tingles with the memory,
yes, there it is, almost, almost, again.
February 14, 1993

San Antonio Dreaming
Hey, San Antonio, I got a dream.
In San Anto everyone wants to work got a job.
And it pays good, man.
You can feed the kids and even take them to Disneyland
with the uncles, aunts and cousins,
even put something aside in case the kids go to college.
The jobs ain’t no hamburger flippin crap either.
These jobs mean something,
like helping people out in close by hospitals,
helping kids in schools and on playgrounds,
teaching how to do hula hoops and free throws,
and how to make tortillas like Nani used to make,
soft and smooth, made with love.
In San Anto, all the barrios got their own parks,
and they always clean. Gang kids keep’em that way.
That’s how they show off their pride,
how they get respect.
And every park got a boxing ring
and a wrestling mat on a stage.
That’s where the gangs duke it out,
under the Marquis of Queensbury rules,
with all the people from the ‘hood there
watching to make sure its a fair fight.
Any man or boy hit any woman or girl,
he got to fight all her brothers, uncles and cousins,
there in the park one by one
in front of the whole neighborhood.
In San Anto, we don’t put up with that shit,
a man hitting a woman.
What kind of a man is that?
In San Anto, don’t nobody get sick,
‘cause everybody got their shots and they eat good.
None of that junk food.
And if they do get sick,
they get the best hospital care money can buy,
but its free for everybody
‘cause you ain’t got health, you ain’t got nothing.
In San Anto, we ain’t got time to be sick.
We get our people back to work, back to school,

back home, where they can do some good.
In San Anto, our TV don’t do none of that Hollywood crap.
All the barrios got their own production studios
and we put on our own sit-coms, written by our own people.
Who’d have guessed we had that kind of talent,
until we tried it? And guess what. No commercials.
We know what we need.
Don’t need no uptown lady in a fancy dress
telling us what we want.
Who needs that crap anyway?
Once a year San Antonio does its own Emmy awards,
all the barrios putting up their best against all the others.
Seems every neighborhood gets a San Antonio Emmy for something.
And everybody feels good.
‘Cause we did it, not some cat in Hollywood.
In San Anto, we got clean water and clean government.
‘Cause we keep the fat cats with money
from building their shit over our aquifer.
And we keep their money out of city and county elections.
Anybody want to run for office,
he, she don’t need money.
Just get on the neighborhood TV and say your piece.
Don’t cost nothing.
Same with radio. Hey, who owns the air waves anyway?
In San Anto every barrio got its own poets,
painters, dancers, music makers.
The barrio poets write poems
for baptisms and funerals,
weddings, even divorces.
And they get paid good:
hundred bucks a shot.
And paintings.
We got murals up and down every block.
Can’t go nowhere without neighborhood pride
hitting you in the eye
with La Virgin de Guadalupe and neighborhood folks,
all heroes with their own immortality.
Every barrio got ten, twenty bands,
rock, conjunto, country western,
old folks dance bands, young folks rappers.
Street dances every Friday and Saturday

somewhere in the ‘hood.
Free. Except to chip in for the bands.
We want them paid good.
‘Cause they do our souls good.
In San Anto, ain’t got none of that violence crap,
drive-bys and all that shit.
People got a gripe with anybody else,
we got mediators, negotiators, trouble shooters,
peacemakers everywhere.
No need to go to guns
when you got all that help
to make things come out fair for everyone.
And schools.
San Antonio got the best schools anywhere.
We put our best people teaching first, second, third grades.
Get those kids excited about learning.
Once we get them turned on,
ain’t no one can stop them thinking and learning.
We got libraries everywhere.
Can’t keep the kids out of them.
They lined up five, six deep waiting to get at the computers.
We getting more computers soon
so the lines be down to one or two.
In San Anto, we take care of kids and old folks.
Kids are our future and old folks our past.
We don’t want nothing bad to happen to them.
They’re what makes our hanging in worth it all.
San Antonio is good living, man.
Know how we did it?
We stopped asking the big dudes.
They never listened anyway.
We just went in and did it.
Yeah. It wasn’t that hard once we made up our minds,
once we stopped following and swallowing
what the fat cats said.
They wanted to jump in and help us with all their expertise.
We didn’t need their shit.
We just went ahead and did it.
And we ain’t going back.
That’s my dream.

Anyway.
San Antonio.
April 16, 1996

Blessings
Bless all you assholes of the world.
Without you we’d be full of shit.
Bless you cunts and pricks.
Only through you we came to be.
Bless the fuckers, the fucked and fucking too.
How better to know blessing?

And farts for releasing our bloat,
armpits to drain our sweat.
Forgive us now,
for giving your names
to what we scorn.
August 12,2007

Celebrations
Thank you for receiving my words and meanings when I tell you I love you.
Thank you for receiving my hands as they cup your breasts.
Thank you for receiving my body as it enters you.
May the universe so graciously receive me
when in dying, I bleed myself into the all.
March 24, 2008

